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Abstract

Optical Fibers and Avalanche Pnotodiodes for Scintillr.toi: Counters. S.R.
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Fine hodoscopes can be made of new scintillating optical fibers and

one half inch end-on PMT's. An avalanche photodiode with small size and

immunity to magnetic fields remains as a tempting new device to be proven

as a pliotodetector for the fibers.
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INTRODUCTION

1. Fine Scintillation Detectors for Iladroii. Storage AcccileratorfL

tfhen the luminosity of the ISABELLE (400 x 400 GeV) storage accelerator

37 _•? - l 7

reaches 2 x 10 " cm "sec , there will be 10 pp interactions per second ex-

pected with an average of 20 charged secondaries going mostly forward where

up to 2 x 10 ~ particles sec sr are expected. At most of the production

angles secondary Intensities are wore tolerable. Between 5.7 (100 nsrad) and

45° SO Khz sr~ is expecrcd and between 45° and 135° 2 Khz sr is expected [1'j.

Count rate capability and space resolution of particle detectors determine

the gross size of a magnetic spectrometer. Fine resolution allows short mag-

netic orbits and high rate capability permits tracking Co start close to tho

origin. The volume and the total cost of a spectronatar ucale up rapidly as

the cube oZ the linear dimensions required. Track chambers and segusnted

calorimeters for use in magnetic fields should facilitate efficient use of

these more costly volumes.

High rate particle detectors can be made from scintillating optical fibers

and silicon photodiodes. They would be compact and undisturbed by magnetic

fields. A fiber hodoscope near the origin could initiate particle tracking.

Cooled avalanche photodicdas (APi/'s) are promising photon-cour.ters for th••;

scintillating optical fibers that have bean developed.

II. Scintillating Optical Fibers; Excitation with 3.5 MeV/'c Electrons

The core of a round scintillating fiber is drawn from a heated preform

that is a polished, circular cylinder of ?VT scintillntor. An outer cladding

is applied to the optically smooth surface of the core as it emerges from

the oven. The cladding has a lower ind«:-: of refraction than the core,
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so fon.-ard and backward cones of photons are captured by "total" internal

reClo-ccicn. The. lor.fi of a small frfu-t i.oa of flu- pl.oLc-."3 i'rom the light guicie

It; characterized by an attenuation length. A sketch of a scintillating oyt-i-

cal fiber appears in Figure 1.

Bare scintillating fibers capture more light but they acquire acLcii-

uating surface defects through handling avA exposure. Clad fibers fit into

sn: ill spaces without entra material for their protection.

BML entered into a contract with Galileo Electro-Optical Corporation [2j

to produce optical fibers using ME102 fin^i ."-illO seineillator cores and a pro-

prietary ultra-violet curing poiyner as the cladding. T!ie NK.102 and MK110 a n

provided by Nuclear Enterprifi3Sj Inc. SincL- March 1979 we havo

the performanca cf Uh-jsc: fibers at BNL.

The tests include attaching the fiber to a PITT, irradiating tht: fiber (at

foaic diiTtance a*uray frc;m the PMT) v.Lth iBiniuuni ionizing electrons froai Ruthaniur.i

106 and analysing tin: resultant pulse npactrun. We refar to the pulse to be

analyzed as S. The ?.naly:-;er is gated by a coinc alsnco pulse from two small

scinti]lator chips which sandvM.ch the fiber. Thus, the two chip counters

v.'hi•-.•-: we reEii" to as T. and T^ surve to define a \ electron trajectory v;hicii

h.MiJ a hi^h probability of intersecting tlia fiber. The etficxency is deiinco

as t'>ic coincld_r.ce ratio 5-T1 *T /T -T . The ditscri-inator for S is set belov-

the threshold for single pbotoelectrona. The e-perL:\ftatal setup is shuvm

scheruiiically in Figure 2(a). Fis-.ire 2(b) shov/^ sonia plausible electron tra-

jectories. Due to coulomb scattering as well as misalignment of the elementis,

it is possible for the electron to go through T. and TQ and nevertheless ir.icr.

the fiber. Thus we expect that Lbs efficiency will h::ve so4ne upper limit.
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The performance oil the fiber is given by the light yield and the efficiency

as a function of distance from ionizing elecuron to PUT. The charge spectrum

is characterized by a vary sharp initial peak, the pedestal, followed by a

broad peak at the mean number of photoelcctrons times the gain of the PMT.

The position of the peak relative to the pedestal is a maasure of the total

charge delivered by the anode of the PMT, which is in turn a measure of the

number of photoeleccrons produced at the cathode. As the light intensity

increases, the mean incretises.

The next step is to calibrate the analyzer in terns of channels per

photoelectron. An accurate 'ic termination is obtained by using a phototube

with a high gain first dynode which resolves the first, second, etc. photo-

electron peaks. Our tests t-?ere performed with an EMI type 984 3 or- a RCA

type 8350 photociultiplier tube. In Figure 4(a) v.-e see a clear separation

between 1 and 2 photoelectrons obtained from a low level scintillation signal.

As expected, the position of the peaks is linear in channels. This method

allows us to calibrate our spectra in phctoelectrons, independently of the

operating voltage of the 1'MT or the cain of all associated electronics. The

most accurate determination is obtained from f.he mean of the distribution.

However, ratios of the heights of the peaks are1 a useful measure of the

average number of photoelcctrons.

We analyzed several lengths of I nun diameter KE110 fiber, and the re-

sults are shown in Fig. 3(a). To expedite the data taking we glued most

fibers to the PMT with quick drying epoxy cemaat. However, for one sample,

data was taken using optical cement. The extra data point at A0 cm shows

that we may expect about a 40% increase in photoelectron yield by properly

catching the fiber to the PMT.
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The attenuation curve consists of two r-^iens. The first region out to

about 20 or 30 cm is characterized by rapid attenuation due to rapid absorption

of ultra-violet photons and due to a large acceptance by the cladding - air

surface. Beyond about 30 cm, where the very short wave photons and the extra

acceptance are nj longer contributing, the attenuation is well described by a

single attenuation Invgth of about 130 cw for "JEllO.

The vertical scale o.C Figure 3(a) is photcel&ctrons. A quantum eEfi-

cioncy of about 20% is estimated by convolutir.g the er.ission spectrum of

NiJllO with the speet-nl efficiency of the photocachocie. Thus the scale of

Figure 3(a) should be multiplied by 5 to estimate the number of photons sur-

viving a givi n length of fiber. As an example, a 50 c::. length of fiber pro-

ducer at least 23 photon:;, and perhaps <is ™.~.ny as 30 if an optical cement is

used. This implies a detection efficiency of at least 995*. At one meter

th^se figures are 15 and 21 photons, respectively, inlying an efficiency

bet'..ve;: 95 nivJ <J3-5>;

t\~. n. further indication that we 'nave correct."y estinntod the. nuir,be?; of

p!iotoeie:ctrans, we can calculate the probability that a signal v;hosti averav,G

value is <n> photoclectron.s, will actually b-:- ceiectt-d by the PMT. This

abi-iiry is just 1 - e . The efficiency describe--! earlier us the coinci

ratio s'T1'
T
2
/''ri''r2 ll3s a :"'ia':->':'1I["'i value. v;hich ::-2 ray call the geometric liin.lt.

This maximum value, about 35%, is the value obtains;: viien the fiber is so short

t!t:it thf-re is virtually no chance that tin: betrt parti-.lc covild £o through the

fiber '-'itlinuL yivir.;.-, a lavgo signal. TUP true etfacii-i::y is obt.ainod from

the ratio of the measured efficiency to the geonotric Unit.
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Figure 3(b) is a plot ..of the true efficiency vs. fiber length. The curve

is the theoretical value 1 - e ", where <r>' has baen obtaiaed from Pignrc

3(a). The agreement between t'.rj. curve and the experimental points corresponds

to an uncertainty of about ±12% in the photoelectron scale.

Figure 4 shows a series of spectra taken with two fibers, one NE102 and the

other KE110, glued to the same RCA type 8850 PHI'. Tha NE102 gave more light at

less than 40 cm and the NE]10 gave more light at greater than 40 cm.

Several samples of HEllO fiber were tested. Tha diameter is 1.2 ± .1 ititn.

The attenuation length is 3.3 ± .2 in and the associated effective yiold at tlv\

origin is S ± 2 photoelectrons.

III. Scintillating Optical Fibers: Excitation with 3-.0 GeV/c Negative. Fiona

To compare the response of a fiber to pions v:ith the response to electrons,

negative pions from the Brookhaveu AGS and negative electrons frora Ru \v~re

used to excite the same fiber in the same geometry with the same trigger. The

respective whole fiber spectra in Figure 5 both correspond to an average number

of 3.7 photoclectrons at 30 cm from the beam. The optical greased coupling is

less efficient than a glued coupling that collects an average of 7.0 p' to-.

electrons at 30 cm as shown iu Figure 5. The equivalence of electron and pion

excitation enables us to continu:- many studies v?hen accelerator time is not

available, and to use with more < .mfidence the yields and attenuation lengths;

from electrons in the study of pion excitations.

A pion is a much finer probe than a coulomb scattered electron to measure

the photon yield as a function of distance from the edge of the fiber. A tnsrj.ll

i
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beau of pions w.-.s triggered by the horizontal overlap of two av.all sciutillatioa

counters. Ona of Chen- vi'.s ir.oved witli a r.vlcruî oter screw so l.he amount of ove;-

Icp could be selected. The single, fiber v:as r.iouated vertically in a light

tight compartment, which we call the tower, Chat was carried on a moving stage:

as shown in Figure 6. Stage coordinates were obtained from a precise lead screw

with a pitch of ona isin. Readout was from a hundwheel that had 500 divisions.

Backlash in the stage coordinate was eliminated with a return spring.

Each end of the fiber was coupled to a PMT with optical grease. Tvn and

one half cm below the fine bean; a one-half inch Han-asm tsu type R647-'vPnT was

coupled. Thirty c;r. above a RCA type 8350 P"I was used. Photoelectron yields

and ef Fieri.enciea were measured with the upper PMT.

. The trigger counters weire overlapped by 0.3 m.?. They were •j.rtfd by v.p-

strcaia counters in the beam transport E.:s.d by n. or.e r.iji v-ide dcvnstrt-a-n couiitcc

just after the tower. This last counter eliminated r.'ist of the tv;o-partide

trif.g.irs that missed the fiber. Upstream knocl-.-on clcr.::t rons v/ere suspected as

a major cause of these doublets;. The efficiency of the fiber a1: the upper Pi-iT

for this trd̂ .i'.er was measured. In Figure 7 t\xs px'oEile in stage coordir-atas

shows a peak efficiency of 70 percent. This profile irplit-.s that the active

fiber is 1.18 ± .04 mm wide an;; th.nt the probe is 0.29 ± .04 mm vridc. Direct

micrc-mstcr aiensuruir.an.es of these v;idclis are I.'15 and 0-3 mm.

Ksxt, the two trigger counters were separated by .3 mm and the profile for

this accidental trigger was obtained as shown in Figure 7. Since the sane

types of accidenr-il events are present in the real triggers, the qualitative

character of the real profile is confirmed. A detailed unfolding of the acci-

dental profile? from the observed profile is compatible with 1CO>' efficiency at

the top of the corrected profile.
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In order to probe sclented horizontal .-.f/crtures within the fiber, the

lower PMT was included in the trigger. The enhanced yield near the origin in

Figure 3 allowed the lower PI-IT to be an unbiased trigger for photons in the

fiber. When the. fiber was centered on the probe, the efficiency was 98 percent.

This corresponds to average pulses of 3.9 photoelectrons at the upper PMT. This

yield is confirmed by the. corresponding pulse height spectrum shown in Figure 8

that indicates an average pulse of 3.7 photoelectrons. As the fiber is moved

away from the center of the probe, the efficiency fall.", as fewer photoelectrons

per trigger are realized. This reduced yield is confirmed by tiia pulce height

spectrum shown in Figure 8 where an average of 3.0 photoelectrons are observed.

The central 0.6 mm of horizontal aperture is studied this way. The observed

efficiency profile- is compatible with light yields that are proportional to

the length of the pion trajectory within the fiber. Hence we can calculate the

amount of overlap required foi" a given detection efficiency in a two layer

hodoscope that is constructed from these round fibers.

IV. Counting Bursts of Photons: Photomultiplier Tubes or Photodiodes

The photon counter converts sinsle photons into single electrons with its

characteristic quantum efficiency and detects bursts of photoelectrons with

the Poisson efficiency. Since we have measured the yield and attenuation char-

acter of scintillating fibers, we can calculate the particle detection efficiency

of a given photon counter with a given length and fractional width of the fiber.

Arrays of half inch end-on PMT's such as the Hamanatsu R647-04 with the: half

inch bias circuit can service fiber light guides if adequately shielded from

magnetic fields. Gordon [3] has shown that this PMT is suitable for a segmented

calorimeter. A low-loss fiber light guide, that is as tolerant of radiation
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as seinti l lators, need;-; to he realized.

H:E.£;h qi.iy-ptu:;! efficiency, small size, anC :;;v.'.!nity to na^netic fields h.-svr1.

kepi avnlanche photodiodes (APD's) [4 j in the. co-.upetiticn for photouetector;-..

Although they have higher quantum efficiencies than PMT's, they cannot count

single v.hotons because of the spread in their gain distribution. With the

somewhat more generous photon yields, calorimeters have remained, an attractive

source for ATD's, cooled APD's, or cooled PIN's (unity gain photodioocs) » with

ultra quirt - fast preamplifiers.

Photodiode pne'^ges are s:;>all enough to be attached to the ends of scintil-

latiii;', fibers via their rntranca window?. 0/i thu inc-ide of the package the

photocliodc is attached to the entrance winder, for ma:-:i~'J7i efficiency.

The entrance window could be a UinsLon [5] cone in order,-to reduce the

diair .-rer of tlie API). A smaller APD is less e::n=n3iv(r., cuieter, and faster.

It had a higher manufacturing yield, a lower dsrk current, and a lower capaci-

tance.

V. Tiia Silicon Reach-Through A?D

The quantum efficiency [6] of silicon dl: '. .=? is £l~hty perccr.!: for the

emission spectrum of KE102 as shown in Figure 9. This is about four times

better than the quantum efficiency of our PMT's.

The internal electric field of a silicon reach-through APD (EAPD) has

a sharp spike at one side of the chip and a long platr-;iu that reaches through

to the other side. In the RCA architecture [7] of the P.APB, photons are ab-

sorbed in the intrinsic substrate where the field of the reach-through plateni
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sweeps the photoelectrons through to the narrow avalanche gain cc;j:icm of I:ha

electric field spike.

These devices are made by diffusing a thin p-layer on tho entrance side

and a deep p-layer followed by a shallow n-layer on the high field side of a

thin wafer of intrinsic silicon. Photons enter through the thin p-layor and

photoelectrons arrising in the intrinsic region initiate avalanche gain at the

field spike of the n-p junction. RAPD's up to 5 ran in diameter have been made

by RCA. The dimensions of the RAPD package can he as small as (5 nun) .

The best sensitivity is obtained when a charge sensitive preamplifier

is placed close to the RAPD to minimise stray capacitance at the input.

Signals from a low noise preamplifier were sent to a gaussian shaping amplifier

that completed the charge measurement. The optimal shaping time wac 0.5 nsec.

Noise in the gain of the EAPD increases with gain so there's an optimal gain

for each input signal level that gives the best signal to noise ratio. Fortu-

nately, the dark noisa has a broad minimum as a function of gain and the

optimal shaping time changes slowly with gain.

We have tested one mm and three mm E.CA diodes in the linear mode, at

temperatures between 77 and 300 K, A reverse bias of a few hundred volts con-

trols gains between 10 and 100 at room temperatures. A modest amount of cooling

to zero degrees centigrade reduces the dark noise to eight photoelectron rms

for a one mm RAPD as shown in Figure 10.

At BNL a quieter and faster preamplifier is being developed [8] with a

low noise gallium arsenide field effect transistor. The APD's capacitance

must be comparable to the GaAs PET's capacitance to achieve the most improvement.
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A Winston [5] cone to couple Llui scintil lating fiber to the APD could reduce

the: sj.ze and. eapacitanco oF the A.I'D. The AI'D v.'ould bo glued to the e::it of

the Winston cone. The diameter of the exit could be three times smaller ("han

the diaraater of the entrance without loss of photons because our scintillating

fibers have a lc: numerical aperture.

VI. Counting Photon:;- with the RCA Avalanche? Photod lode in the Breakdown i-'-iou

This year 11CA realized [9] a photon counting tr.cde with thoir standard RAT'D.

I t is cooled to redv.ee the dark curi-euit and biaced boyemd the la'cak-dô m voltage.

The gain of an APD diverges as i ts breakdown voltage is; approached from balow.

The difference, between the operating voltage and the breakdown voltage :LR

called the overvoltage. Upon t-nLerin,"* the cloctric field spike at the np-

junction, a single photoelectrc".- or frl-.c-rr-jsl electron triggers a fast discharge.

if the ovc:rvoltage is high enough. The size of the discharge is proportional

to the overvoltagc. The dark count rate depends en the true counting rate and

the overvoltage. The discharge seems to es-tcite some metastable states that

decay sonis: random tirac later and retri^^er the discharge. Low overvoltagcs

which might f i l l fevzer of these electron traps also might permit some s i ' ^ le

phofroo.lectrons to pass the np-junction without initiating a discharge.

We have just begun to operate one of our RAPD's in the breakdomi modo at

temperatures betveen -SO C and -130°C. Scintillation ibises and LED pulses

have been observed. We will seek a combination of temperature and ovarvoltr.yc

that gets a dark rate which is useful for a real hodoscope.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram for a scintillating optical fiber.

Fig. 2 (a) Apparatus for analyzing charge spectx~u;i of scintillating

fibers (b) Detail of apparatus showing electron trajectories.

Both scattering and counter misalignment have been exaggeriitsd

for purpose of illustration.

Fig. 3 Attenuation curves for 1 mm diameter NE110 fiber.

Fig. 4 Direct comparison of spectra of NE102 and 7TE11O fibers uying

RCAS350 PJCT.

Fig. 5 Comparative charge spectra for 30 cm of a 1 mm HEI10 fiber that

vras coupled to a PMT with optical gresse and exposed to

(a) 3 GeV/c negative pions

(b) 3.5 MeV/c betas from 10oRu

Charge spectrum for 30 cm of another 1 ran NE11G fiber that T.-;.~S

coupled to a PMT with glue and exposed to

(c) 3.5 MeV/c betas from 106Ru.

Fig. & Photograph of a device for testing scintillating, fibers in a pion

beam.

Fig. 7 Efficiency profile of a 1 mm NE110 fiber at 30 cm for 3 GeV/c pions

and a 0.3 nun probe:

(a) Heal triggers

(b) Accidental triggers
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:ig. 8 Charf.a spacers Cor a ]. KI?. 1IE11Q fiber at 30 c~ for 3 GcY/c

pierss an.! ,-; 0.3 i. r<i p;....'oit:

(a) Pib-?r centered on the probu

(b) Fiber edys centered on the probe.

.t£- S (••".) QucinCv.;?. efficiency ci a RCA Leach chro:j£n /iI'/> tiiac is

optinilzcid for scinCilLitor l igh t (b) Er.;isf.ion spectrum of

NE1C2 s c i n t i l l a t o r .

Fig. 10 Eali-uvior of a 1 mm RCA reach throu-u A?0 ;'.•: a ;:ain o? 25 as a

of tcn>niirpture:

(c») Rn;s signal resolution for 70 pT1.jionl.2cLi:.•.!:•; c:<i 0.r> nstic

(b) P.r.'.o dark p.o?.se for 0-5 nscc gausaian. shr-.-iIng

(c) Durk curren'L
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DIRECT COMPARISON OF NEIQ2 AND NEIIO
USING RCA 8850
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Figure 4



FIBER ANO BEAM COMPARISONS FOR 30cm LENGTH

FIBER EXPOSED TO IT BEAM
GREASE JOINT TO PMT

SAME FIBER EXPOSEO TO ELECTRONS
UNDER IDENTICAL CONDITIONS

DIFFERENT FIBER EXPOSED TO ELECTRONS
GLUED TO PMT

Figure 5
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